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Layer Homogenization Method for Modeling Additive Color Effect in Natural Photonic Polycrystals — The Case of *Entimus imperialis* Weevil

Sébastien Mouchet, Jean-Pol Vigneron, Jean-François Colomer, and Olivier Deparis
Department of Physics, University of Namur, 61 rue de Bruxelles, B-5000 Namur, Belgium

Abstract — An original method for computing the reflectance of photonic crystal whose unit cell is composed of form-birefringence anisotropic elements (e.g., cylinders) is proposed. This method, based on the layer homogenization of the photonic crystal, is particularly useful when the reflectance is calculated for different crystal orientations. The far-field color due to an additive color effect in a natural photonic polycrystal found on *Entimus imperialis* weevil was investigated.

1. INTRODUCTION

Modeling the optical properties of photonic polycrystals is crucial for the investigation of natural photonic structures as well as for the design and fabrication of bioinspired devices [1, 2]. The computation of reflectance (or transmittance) of photonic crystals (PCs) by the Rigorous Coupled Wave Analysis (RCWA) method [1, 3] is sometimes cumbersome to perform due to the presence of form-birefringence anisotropic elements in the crystal unit cell (e.g., cylinders or parallelepipeds), particularly when it has to be calculated for various crystal orientations. The Layer Homogenization (LH) method proposed here solves this issue specifically for crystals with periodicities such that there is only specular reflection and no other diffraction orders [4]. For a single crystal orientation, the dielectric function is homogenized within the layers in which the crystal is sliced. A standard thin film solver is then used for the calculation of the reflectance. The disorder in the crystal orientations of the photonic polycrystal is taken into account by averaging reflectance spectra computed for various crystal orientations and incidence angles.

We demonstrate the usefulness of this method by applying it to the study of a natural photonic polycrystal. Polycrystals found in living organisms are known to give rise to multiscale visual effects such as additive colors. A nice example is found in cavities on the cuticle of *Entimus imperialis* [2, 4–8]. This photonic polycrystal is made of one single PC structure with different orientations [5], which is relevant for developing bioinspired applications. For instance, the *E. imperialis* structure has been recently replicated in order to serve as biomimetic devices such as gas, temperature or pH sensors [9].

2. PHOTONIC CRYSTAL WITH FORM ISOTROPIC AND ANISOTROPIC ELEMENTS

One of the most common methods used to calculate the reflectance spectrum of 3D PC films is the RCWA method [1, 3] which is based on Fourier expansions of the dielectric function and of the electric and magnetic fields. In this method, a PC film is treated as a stratified medium with lateral periodicities. The layers of the PC film are perpendicular to the crystal orientation $\vec{l}$ and taken homogeneous along that orientation. Elements in the crystal unit cell (defined by translation vectors $\vec{a}_x$, $\vec{a}_y$ and $\vec{a}_z$) are therefore discretized into sets of non overlapping islands of different materials, embedded in a host and having simple shapes such as cylinders or parallelepipeds with axes parallel to $\vec{l}$. For instance, a spherical element is approximated by a set of cylinders (Fig. 1). Calculation of the reflectance according to different crystal orientations is easily performed due to the form isotropy of the sphere: the discretization is the same whatever the crystal orientation is [1].

However, when form anisotropic elements are found in the unit cell, calculation of the reflectance according to various crystal orientations is more complicated to perform (Fig. 2): The discretization is not the same for the different orientations and may involve islands with non simple shapes [4]. In this case, the LH method is needed to solve the problem.

3. LAYER HOMOGENIZATION (LH) METHOD AND POLYCRYSTAL MODELING ASPECTS

Before modeling the additive color effect in the polycrystal, the various crystal orientations were treated separately. In order to compute the reflectance spectrum of a PC with form anisotropic
elements in the crystal unit cell whatever the orientation is, we developed the LH method [4] in which the crystal was sliced into a set of layers for each orientation under study. The dielectric function was homogenized within each layer by a simple spatial averaging (Fig. 3). Thanks to this method, the resolution of Maxwell’s equations is highly simplified and the reflectance of a single crystal orientation can be computed using a standard thin film solver. However, the averaging of the dielectric function can be performed only if the refractive index contrast within each layer is weak. Such a weak contrast is found in photonic structures occurring in insects since they are made of chitin \( n_{\text{chitin}} = 1.56 \) [10] and air \( n_{\text{air}} = 1 \).

Since the PC is approximated by a stratified medium with homogenized layers (Fig. 3(b)), a translational invariance appears along any direction parallel to the layer interface. That implies that only specular reflection occurs in that layer-homogenized medium. In order to apply our method, the lateral period of the PC has to be small in comparison with the incident wavelength. This feature is rather common in natural PCs, such as *Entimus imperialis* investigated hereafter.

The reflectance spectrum due to an additive color effect can be modeled by averaging reflectance spectra computed for various incidence angles and crystal orientations. This procedure is often used for computing optical properties of multiscale structures [11, 12].
4. ADDITIVE COLOR EFFECTS IN *ENTIMUS IMPERIALIS*

The polycrystal found on the cuticle of *E. imperialis* is a noticeable example of additive photonic color [2, 5] (Fig. 4(a)). A photonic polycrystal with different crystal domains is found in the scales which cover the cuticle. In each domain, the same photonic structure is found but with a different crystal orientation. Any PC domain with a given orientation gives rise to a single bright iridescent color (from blue to orange) (Fig. 4(b)). The unit cell of the PC can be modeled by perforated chitin layers on which a lattice of protrusions is found (Figs. 4(c), (d)) [2, 5]. Analysis of this morphology by a method presented in [12] showed that this structure corresponded to a FCC crystal with a lattice parameter equal to 396 nm [5]. We demonstrated in previous studies that this structure solely reflected the incident light in the specular direction [4, 5]. In spite of the very directional and bright color produced by each photonic domain, the color perceived in the far-field by human eye is a non-iridescent matt green color (Fig. 4(a)). As we will see hereafter, this matt color is due to the disorder in the crystal orientations.

The LH method was used to calculate the reflectance according to the (111) and (100) crystal orientations at different incidence angles (Fig. 5). For the (111) orientation at normal incidence, the specular reflectance peak was found at 577 nm (i.e., yellow) and an harmonic was found at 297 nm. For the sake of comparison, the reflectance spectra in this crystal orientation were simulated by RCWA as well. We note that for this orientation, the elements composing the crystal unit cell could be easily described by islands with simple shapes. The RCWA spectra are in good agreement with those computed by the LH method. In the case of the (100) orientation, the main reflectance peak was located at 530 nm (i.e., green). For that orientation, the computation could be performed only by the LH method because the unit cell is made of form anisotropic elements. When the incidence angle \( \theta \) is increased, the spectrum is blue-shifted for both crystal orientations. For instance, a violet color is obtained at an incidence angle of 45° for both orientations.

The diversity of colors due to the polycrystalline structure is better highlighted on a chromaticity diagram. Chromaticity coordinates were computed for the two investigated crystal orientations, at incidence angles ranging from 0° to 75° by step of 15°. They were found to be distributed across the diagram (Fig. 6(a)): Different domains gave rise to yellow, green and blue colorations, as we observed in single scales (Fig. 4(b)).

In order to take into account the disorder in the crystal orientations and to simulate its far-field coloration, the reflectance spectra calculated at various incidence angles and for various crystal orientations were averaged. The chromaticity coordinates calculated from the average of the spectra were found in the faint green central area of the diagram (Fig. 6(a)). They represent the color perceived by the naked eye, which appeared here to be a faint green color. A previous study [5] provided us with the reflectance spectra measured for different crystal domains by microspectropho-

Figure 4: (a) *Entimus imperialis* is a remarkable example of additive color effect. (b) A photonic polycrystal made of different colorful domains covers its cuticle. (c) The photonic structure found in each domain was evidenced by SEM. (d) This structure was modeled by 2D lattices of protrusions covering chitin layers with cylindrical perforations. This model had a FCC symmetry.
Figure 5: Reflectance spectra in the (111) and (100) orientations calculated using two computational methods at different incidence angles $\theta$. Curves labelled RCWA were computed by RCWA method and curves labelled LH were simulated by the Layer Homogenization method. The reflectance spectrum in the (100) orientation could only be calculated by the LH method because of the form anisotropy of the elements in the unit cell (i.e., cylinders).

Figure 6: (a) Chromaticity coordinates computed at different incidence angles $\theta$ (from 0° to 75° by step of 15°) in the cases of the (111) orientation (○) and (100) orientation (♦). There is a great diversity of colorations produced by the crystal domains. The average of the reflectance spectra (□) leads to coordinates in the faint green central area. (b) The chromaticity coordinates calculated from microspectrophotometry measurements (○) [5] are distributed across the whole diagram. The coordinates from far-field reflectance measurements (□) [5] also fall in the faint green area.

The diversity of colors produced by the crystal domains was reproduced numerically by the spectra simulated for different incidence angles and two specific crystal orientations. The faint green color measured in the far-field [5] is well reproduced by the average of the simulated spectra due to an additive color effect.

5. CONCLUSION

The additive colors effect occurring in polycrystals made of one single photonic structure was investigated. The calculation of reflectance (or transmittance) spectra according to various crystal orientations often turns out to be problematic when form anisotropic elements are present in the unit cell. The method we developed relied on layer homogenization and solved this problem by computing the reflectance thanks to a standard thin film computation code. The method assumed that the photonic crystal reflected the incident light only in the specular direction (at least in the
visible range). The additive color effect of the photonic polycrystal found on the cuticle of *Entimus imperialis* was predicted by averaging reflectance spectra computed for different incidence angles and crystal orientations.
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